The Knowledge Development Plans
The first attempt to design the research, development, and evaluation component of YEDPA was embodied in the 1978 Knowledge Development Plan, written soon after Taggart became administrator of OYP.  The term "knowledge development" is credited to Joe Seiler, a veteran of OPER and an assistant to Taggart (DOL, 1980es9).  This fir£ knowledge development plan was, in Taggart's words, a "seat-of-the-pants" document, crafted from two sources.  "First, we took the law ar broke it into pieces that were consistent with congressional intent. Next, I gave my best reading of the issues in youth policy that had developed since the 60s."
The body of the 1978 plan closely followed the structure of YEDPA and its funding formula. It included descriptions of research, development, and evaluation activities to be undertaken in each of th< mandated programs—YACC, YIEPP, YCCIP, and YETP—and a careful statem€ of how those activities would correspond to congressional expectatiom The plan also contained the first list of eight cross-cutting researct issues (Table 5). This list later evolved into 15 questions (Table 6] and, in the 1979 plan, into 16 issues.
The first plan was mute on the practical question of how those broad, cross-cutting questions would be answered by the specific studies taking place under each congressionally mandated program.  The 1979 plan made the conceptual connections between broad issues and specific studies clearer by organizing specific studies around broadei issues, keyed to time lines (DOL, 1980c). But throughout the plans there was no explicit discussion of who would draw disparate studies together and how that would be done.
The fact that these issues were left unspecified, however, did nol inean that Taggart had no Solutions to them.  One solution was to contract with an outside research organization, the Center for Employment and Income Studies (CEIS; later Consolidated into the Cent« for Human Resources) at Brandeis University, to help OYP exercise lateral influence over the design of evaluations in separate projects and to help synthesize results. But the primary solution, for Taggar1 was that he understood connections among pieces of the design.  On th] matter, Taggart is unapologetic.  "I'm the only one who knows how the pieces of the process fit together because I'm the one who designed ü
The practical Problems of mounting a large-scale research and development enterprise were another major theme in the knowledge development plans—problems of management, organization, time, and methodology. The main management problem was how to mount good demonstration programs without "locking resources into an operational mode such that it would be difficult to transfer them in the future tc approaches which prove more effective." Another management problem w< that YEDPA was intended to provide Jobs äs well äs research on what works, which created "a tradeoff between careful research design and rapid implementation to maximize economic impacts." The main organizational problem was limited staff at the federal, regional, an< local levels and "resources scattered over myriad projects."

